DIXIE STATE UNIVERSITY TOWER

Look What We’ve Accomplished Together

Much thought and effort have been put into the design of the Dixie State University Tower, from the progressive avant-garde design to the colors and use of light. Nestled around the base of the tower, you will find stone pavers etched with inspirational quotes. We call these little gems our University Tower Pavers.

These thought-provoking tower pavers are meant to serve as lifelong teachers, helping us become more wise, more understanding, more accepting, and more kind - ever contributing to the Dixie Spirit that makes our community a desirable place to live.

We invite you to contribute to this magnificent cause by sponsoring a paver with your favorite inspirational quote and leaving your legacy etched in stone, where it can benefit the lives of countless individuals who will come to Dixie State University for generations.

Thank you for the light you bring to our students, institution, community, and me.

Dr. Bill Christensen
VP Academics
Dixie State University

University Tower Pavers
Share Knowledge, Light & Wisdom

Author: Albert Einstein

“Gravitation is not responsible for people falling in love.”

Sponsor: YOUR NAME HERE

Leave Your Mark

There are a limited number of pavers available at the base of University Tower. We invite you to ponder on the good that has come to your life as a result of those who have either gone before you or have inspired you in this lifetime, and leave your mark on campus in the form of sponsoring a University Paver ($600). This small investment will serve many people for years into the future.

Dixie State University’s formula for success since 1861 has been to invite, unite, sacrifice and celebrate. The funds raised from the University Tower Pavers will be used to improve the public amenities of our central campus.

Questions? Call 435-652-7509 or email pavers@dixie.edu

TOWER OF LIGHT ESSAY CONTEST

The tower being constructed on our campus will be a beacon of light and a symbol of learning for our entire community. In addition to the effect created by the tower itself, a garden filled with words of ageless wisdom etched in stone will surround the tower.

It is hoped this setting will give birth to contemplation and inspiration to all those who take the time to pause, peruse, and ponder.

To promote and help engender this vision of the tower area, an essay contest is being held. Each of you is invited to share a favorite quotation and write (700 word maximum) how that wisdom has enlightened you. There is no monetary cost to enter the contest and everyone is invited to participate.

2014 ESSAY THEME: Ignite Your Torch...There is Wisdom in Words

Participants are asked to select a personally inspirational quotation that has helped shape their individual perspectives, their lifelong learning processes, and their goodwill toward others.

Prizes
• All entrants receive a Goal Zero product.
• The best-essay winner will receive an engraved tower paver ($600 value).
• Additional outstanding essays will be recognized.

Essays Due
Friday, April 4, 2014

For more information, call 435-652-7826
For essay guidelines and submission information, email acomeford@dixie.edu
Dear Friends,

We are only a few weeks away from the completion of a beautiful and avant-garde symbol of the new Dixie State University. It is our hope that University Tower and the light that emanates from it will serve as a beacon of enlightenment, learning, and knowledge to all who live in this beautiful valley and to any visitors who may be passing through.

We should be inspired by its light to be lifelong learners who seek knowledge in order to be more wise, more understanding, more accepting, and more kind.

To that end, we invite you to choose a favorite quote or saying and have it inscribed on a paver to be placed around the base of the tower.

The tower, together with the shared wisdom found on the pavers, should invite each of us to look up, raise our sights, and be better prepared for service to family, community, and state.

The combined messages of light and wisdom will signal that DSU is a place to pursue educational dreams and prepare for a brighter tomorrow.

Cordially,

Stephen D. Nadauld, Ph.D., President

Legacy Pavers

In honor of Peter Neilson and his great sacrifice, we are selling legacy pavers for $600. The funds raised from the pavers are designated to beautify and improve the campus of DSU. This unique project also serves as a way for members of our community from all walks of life to leave their legacy that will withstand the test of time. We have partnered with a local bank that is willing to finance the purchase of these pavers. We are making every effort to make this opportunity available to everyone. Please consider showing your support for this great cause.

We would love you to be our partner!

Buy Yours Today

Choose from the following types of pavers:
- Family Legacy Paver
- Business Logo Paver
- Group Paver
- Statement Paver
- Personal Motto Paver
- Tower Quote Paver

Pay by Phone:
DSU Development Office
435-652-7509

Pay Online:
www.dixie.edu/pavers

Financing Available Through:
CACHE VALLEY BANK
Kip Bowler
673-9610 ex. 2122

In 1862, Peter Neilson was one of the great men who paved the way for us. He sacrificed all of his family savings to acquire the glass for the St. George Tabernacle. That day, Peter not only helped build the tabernacle, he also left a legacy—a legacy that would be an extraordinary contribution to the Spirit of Dixie. Neilson’s legacy is still alive today, more than 150 years later, as 80% of those windows are still in place. This sacrifice is one that we have all benefited from. Now it’s our turn to carry on. Whether you grew up in Dixie or have adopted it as your home, the Peter Neilson legacy is your heritage, too! To learn more about the Peter Neilson story, go to dixie.edu/pavers.
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